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Abstract: Prizes – formal systems that publicly allocate rewards for exemplary behavior – play an
increasingly important role in a wide array of social settings, including education. In this paper, we
evaluate a prize system designed to boost achievement at two high schools by assigning students
color-coded ID cards based on a previously low-stakes test. Average student achievement on this test
increased in the ID card schools beyond what one would expect from contemporaneous changes in
neighboring schools. However, regression discontinuity analyses indicate that the program created
new inequalities between students who received low-status and high-status ID cards. These findings
indicate that status-based incentives create categorical inequalities between prize winners and
others even as they reorient behavior toward the goals they reward.
Keywords: prizes; categorical inequality; status incentives; education

– formal systems that publicly allocate rewards for exemplary behavior
– organize actors in a wide array of settings. From the Nobel Prize to the honor
roll, prizes articulate a vision of excellence and encourage people to pursue that
vision. Prize structures have proliferated in contemporary society (Best 2008), and
they appear to be particularly prominent in loosely-coupled systems, where they
allow prize-givers to organize the behavior of disparate actors without exercising
direct authority. Today, prizes play well-documented roles in athletics (cf. Brown
2011; Ehrenberg and Bognanno 1990), arts and culture (cf. Goode 1978; Rossman
and Schilke 2014), science and letters (Merton 1968; Xie 2014), and business and
technology (Anand and Watson 2004; Bourdreau and Lacetera 2011). But even as
prize structures create incentives, they also construct social inequalities. Prizes
create new, meaningful social categories by designating winners and losers and providing opportunities for winners to acquire status, power, and resources (Bourdieu
1991; Frey 2006).
Prizes are particularly important in contemporary American schools. Long
viewed as paradigmatic examples of loosely-coupled organizations (cf. Meyer and
Rowan 1975; Weick 1976), American public schools are in the midst of a decadeslong organizational transformation. National, state, and local accountability policies
have created a system of prizes and sanctions that aim to encourage educators to
make progress toward explicitly articulated educational goals (McGuinn 2006;
Rhodes 2012). The first generation of school accountability policies leaned heavily
on sanctions to establish tighter links between incentives and outcomes (BooherJennings 2005; Hallett 2010). Recently, however, educational policy-makers and
practitioners have begun to turn toward prize structures. For example, the U.S.
Department of Education’s Race to the Top competition attempts to drive school
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reform policy-making at the state and district level. Similarly, several states and
large public school districts use “performance pay” systems, which provide pecuniary rewards and public recognition for teachers and schools that meet goals for
student achievement gains (cf. Dee and Wycoff 2015; Jackson, Rockoff, and Staiger
2014; Springer 2009). Meanwhile, student-focused prize systems – including merit
aid programs, school honor rolls, and token rewards – reward student academic
achievement and behavior (Maehr and Midgley 1996; Thistlethwaite and Campbell
1960). Advocates argue that educational prizes provide incentives for students and
educators to invest time and energy in schooling (Allen and Fryer 2011; Bishop
2006). Detractors, on the other hand, worry that competitive pressures distract
from fundamental educational tasks and decrease intrinsic motivation; they are also
concerned that prize structures may broaden existing inequalities and generate new
ones (Deci, Koester, and Ryan 1999; Kohn 1993).

Prize programs as a double-edged sword
This paper describes and evaluates a controversial prize program in which schools
gave students color-coded ID cards based on their performance on the California
Standards Tests (CST). These end-of-course standardized tests, which are highstakes for California schools and teachers, previously had few consequences for
students. In an effort to align school, teacher, and student incentives, two schools,
which we pseudonymously refer to as Live Oak High School and Mann High School,
awarded students who performed in the highest proficiency bracket on every CST
“platinum” ID cards, and students who scored in one of the two highest brackets on
all tests “gold” ID cards. With a few exceptions, all other students received plain
white ID cards. The schools allocated the cards in school-wide awards ceremonies
and required students to display their cards at all times; students were also required
to carry matching color-coded homework planners to classes. In addition, the
schools granted privileges to platinum and gold ID card holders, including a
separate “express” lunch line in the school cafeteria.
The color-coded ID card program was controversial, and district administrators
discontinued it after two years. However, the program shares key elements with
the wide array of prize systems that organize behavior in loosely-coupled systems
by allocating status rewards to exemplary performers (cf. Rossman and Schilke
2014). Further, it is an example of an increasingly popular approach to student
management that attempts to use visual cues to orient within-school status systems
around academic achievement (cf. Taylor 2015; Walen 2012). The color-coded ID
card program extends the logic of educational accountability that defines contemporary public education by creating a prize system for students that mirror the
accountability system in which teachers and administrators work.
More broadly, as a social structure implemented with explicit rules in a data-rich
environment, the ID card program provides a unique opportunity to closely observe
the operation of status incentives and the construction of social inequality. Administrators at Live Oak and Mann viewed the color-coded ID card program as a simple
and efficient way to coordinate effort in a loosely coupled system. Our analyses
indicate that the program worked as intended in this regard. The introduction of
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the ID card program changed the incentives facing students, providing them with
a set of primarily status-based incentives determined by a clearly articulated set
of rules that encouraged effort on a previously un-incentivized set of tests. In the
process, the program boosted student achievement, particularly on the tests that
the program incentivized.
But we argue that the incentives and information that prize systems produce
come at a cost. The color-coded ID card program, like other prize programs,
created new status-based identities and inequalities, and may have reinforced
existing inequalities. The ID card program created new social categories by drawing
categorical distinctions between students based on their achievement on end-ofcourse tests, and reinforced these categorical distinctions by marking students with
ID cards. Building on Tilly’s (1998) theory of categorical inequality, we hypothesize
that the construction of these new social categories created new inequalities between
students who received higher-status platinum and gold ID cards and their peers
who received lower-status white ID cards. Laboratory-based research in social
psychology and behavioral economics (cf. Ashforth 1989; Ball et al. 2004; Goette,
Huffman, and Meier 2006) indicates that people readily adopt and enact categorical
identities even if they know they are based on arbitrary distinctions, and that these
status distinctions influence subsequent behavior (Kalkoff and Thye 2006). Our
research builds on this work, rigorously documenting the emergence of categorical
inequality outside of the laboratory.

Literature review and hypotheses
We draw from literatures in sociology, social psychology, and economics that address the roles of prize structures and incentives in changing behavior to generate
hypotheses about the potential impacts of the ID card policy. We hypothesize
that the potential of winning and the threat of losing motivate responses to the
program’s prize structure. However, individuals’ responses to these incentives are
likely to vary systematically according to their perceived likelihood of winning. Furthermore, we hypothesize that color-coded IDs create meaningful social categories
in the school setting, influencing student behavior by constructing new academic
identities and reinforcing existing ones.

IDs as incentives
When they designed the color-coded ID card program, administrators at Live Oak
and Mann hoped that rewarding achievement would motivate students, improving
academic achievement on a wide range of indicators. Implicitly they viewed
students as “adolescent econometricians” (Manski 1993) who estimate the economic
and other returns to schooling as well as their likelihood of reaping those returns,
and use these estimates to formulate plans and make educational choices. Arguing
that many students lack sufficient short-term incentives to invest time and effort in
schooling (cf. Breen and Yaish 2006; Morgan 2005), and on the CST in particular,
Live Oak and Mann administrators thus sought to boost student achievement on
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the CST by increasing and diversifying the returns to educational effort. In doing so,
the program echoes several interventions that have experimented with pecuniary
incentives for students. This research shows, for example, that cash rewards for
passing exam scores influence student course-taking behavior, improve SAT scores,
and boost college enrollment (Behrman, Parker, Todd, and Wolpin 2015; Jackson
2010; but see also Angrist and Lavy 2009). Of particular note, experimental evidence
suggests that immediate cash incentives boost student performance on tests that
otherwise have no stakes for students (Braun, Kirsch, and Yamamoto 2011).1
Unlike these well-studied financial student incentive programs, the color-coded
ID card program primarily utilizes status incentives. While the program does offer
tangible rewards, including free admission to athletic and other school events, the
ID card program is notable for the public recognition it provides for high achieving
students (cf. Walen 2012). Most strikingly, the program gave gold and platinum
card holders access to a specially demarcated “express” line in the high school
cafeteria. By marking students based on their test scores, the ID card program
attempted to build new academically-oriented status hierarchies at Live Oak and
Mann. To date, relatively little empirical research has considered status incentives
and their consequences (but see Tran and Zeckhauser 2012).
Assuming these incentives appeal to students, we hypothesize that exposure
to the color-coded ID card program’s incentives boosts student performance on
the tests used to make ID card assignments. Less clear, however, is the extent to
which these positive effects ought to generalize beyond CSTs to other measures
of achievement. As noted by the Live Oak High School principal, who helped to
design the color-coded ID card program, the CST is otherwise a uniquely low-stakes
test for high school students:2
It means everything to the school, but nothing to the students. A pop
quiz in home economics has more incentives for students. I have had
teachers work incredibly hard to prepare their students only to watch
them bubble pictures on their answer sheet or take a nap.
According to this educator, the lack of incentives biases student performance
on this exam. Research in educational assessment suggests that this concern is
valid, indicating that students perform as much as 0.6 standard deviations lower
on low-stakes tests than on high-stakes tests (Wise and DeMars 2005; Braun, Kirsh,
and Yamamoto 2011).
Accordingly, we expect students to respond to the introduction of incentives
associated with the CST by investing more energy on the test. While this effort
might spill over into other educational domains, boosting scores on a test that
already has high stakes for students, grades, and other measures of student learning
and academic behavior, such spill-over is by no means assured. Therefore, we
hypothesize that:
Hypothesis 1: Students exposed to the color-coded ID card program will score
higher on the CST than students who were not exposed to the color-coded ID card
program. The differences between the test scores of students who were and were
not exposed to the ID card program will be largest on the CSTs, and smaller for
other measures of student achievement or effort.
sociological science | www.sociologicalscience.com
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Contemporary applications of rational choice theory to educational settings
typically acknowledge that students face a great deal of uncertainty in estimating
the returns to education and their likelihood of realizing educational goals. This
uncertainty likely influences student estimates of the costs and benefits of educational investments (Bénabou and Tirole 2003). Put simply, students who believe that
their chances of educational success are small may not invest in education, even if
they believe that the returns to education are large (cf. Altonji 1993). Conversely,
students who are certain that they will succeed regardless of their effort may also
invest little energy in schooling (Rosenbaum 2001).
If students calibrate their responses to academic incentives according to their
perceived odds of success, we would expect student responses to the ID card
program to vary by prior achievement. The program articulated a clear set of
eligibility criteria based on tests that students take and receive scores from annually.
If students use information from prior tests to assess their odds of earning highstatus ID cards in the future, students who previously scored close to the ID card
assignment thresholds may believe that increased effort is worthwhile. However,
students who score well below the threshold may question the link between effort
and reward. We thus hypothesize that:
Hypothesis 2: Differences between students who were and were not exposed
to the ID card program will be greater among students whose prior test scores are
close to an ID card assignment threshold than among students whose prior test
scores are far below thresholds.

Stereotype threat and stereotype lift
Stereotypes about academic performance may also influence the relationship between the ID card program and student achievement. Research related to stereotype
threat and stereotype lift suggests that making race (Steele and Aronson 1995), class
(Croizet and Claire 1998), or gender (Spencer, Steele, and Quinn 1999) more salient,
or raising the anxiety associated with a test, can inhibit the academic achievement of
students in negatively stereotyped groups (but see Stoet and Geary 2012), and boost
achievement for students in positively stereotyped groups (Walton and Cohen 2003).
Of particular relevance to this study, previous research suggests that in contexts
of stereotype threat, Latino students score worse than white students (Gonzales,
Blanton, and Williams 2002) while white students score worse than Asian students
(Aronson et al. 1999).3
The ID card program might activate or exacerbate racial stereotypes regarding
the academic achievement through one of several mechanisms: First, the introduction of social incentives might negatively affect the achievement of students who
belong to traditionally low-scoring groups through increasing anxiety about scoring
well on this test (Ben-Zeev, Fein, and Inzlicht 2005; O’Brien and Crandall 2003).
Second, as some research suggests that stereotype threat effects operate only among
students who value a particular domain (cf. Aronson et al. 1999; Davies, Spencer
and Steele 2005), the ID card policy could induce stereotype threat and stereotype
lift effects by giving students additional incentives to care about their achievement
on this test. Third, the program could cue stereotypes by providing students with
sociological science | www.sociologicalscience.com
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information about how their peers perform (cf. Davies et al 2002; Inzlicht and
Ben-Zeev 2000). That is, in much the same way that informing students that a
particular test does not have race or gender differences can eliminate stereotype
threat effects (cf. O’Brien and Crandall 2003), visually reinforcing these stereotypes
might serve to exacerbate their effects. If any of these mechanisms operate, negative
academic stereotypes may offset the ID card program’s incentives for Hispanic
students, while positive academic stereotypes may exaggerate incentive effects
for Asians. Research on the effects of stereotypes on academic achievement thus
suggests that:
Hypothesis 3: Exposure to the ID card program will be associated with larger
gains for Asian students than for white students, and smaller gains for Hispanic
students than white or Asian students.

Producing categorical inequality
In addition to changing the salience of existing group memberships, the introduction of color-coded ID cards might also create new status distinctions and identities
among students. Work on the minimal group paradigm – much of which is conducted with young adults near the age and developmental stage of U.S. high school
students – suggests that identity-formation processes can imbue even trivial differences with meaning (Ashforth 1989; Harvey et al. 1961). These differences can
have important consequences. Lovaglia et al. (1998) document that attaching status
differences to otherwise irrelevant categories can induce differences in students’
achievement test scores, and Ball et al. (2004) demonstrate that categorical assignments affect behavior even in cases in which students know that status assignments
are random. Papay, Murnane, and Willett (forthcoming) provide provocative data
to suggest that these labeling processes are widespread in American education.
Anecdotal information suggests that the introduction of the color-coded ID cards
created salient identities with strong, clearly delineated social boundaries. One
white card holder at Mann noted that “It makes you feel dumb, like your school is
putting you down.” Another student recounted hearing a platinum card honors
student tell a white card honors student that “Nobody with a white card should be
in the honors program.” These social distinctions were actively encouraged by the
administration: a Mann parent related an incident in which an administrator told a
group of girls to aspire to attend prom with platinum card holders.
We view these categorical assignments as a Bourdieuian “rite of initiation,” in
which ID card assignment “manages to produce discontinuity out of continuity”
(Bourdieu 1991:120). That is, the program capitalizes on small differences in achievement test scores to construct mutually exclusive, highly salient social categories
with “bright” boundaries (cf. Alba 2005). We hypothesize that these categorical
assignments influence student experiences at Live Oak and Mann, ultimately creating new inequalities that are especially salient at the ID card placement thresholds.
We imagine three mechanisms through which such effects might occur. First, the
program might send students who receive a white ID card discouraging messages
about their academic potential even as it sends encouraging messages to students
who receive gold and platinum ID cards. If so, white ID card assignment might
sociological science | www.sociologicalscience.com
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depress student academic engagement and achievement (cf. Wang and Eccles 2013).
Second, the program might influence students’ peer interactions. Prior research (cf.
Goette, Huffman, and Meier 2006) indicates that people are more likely to cooperate
effectively when they share a group identity. Such a phenomenon might lead to
more positive relationships with higher achieving peers for students with gold and
platinum ID cards than for students with white ID cards. Third, status-based identities can influence external evaluations of an individual’s competence (Ridgeway
and Correll 2006). If teachers perceive an association between a student’s ID card
and his or her competence, they might grade students with white ID cards more
harshly and hold lower expectations for these students, further lowering student
engagement and learning (Eden and Ravid 1982; Rosenthal and Jacobson 1968).
Although we are unable to adjudicate between these three mechanisms, each is
consistent with the hypothesis that:
Hypothesis 4: Assignment to a low-status white card (rather than a high-status
gold card) will have a negative effect on student test scores and grades.

Data and methods
Program description
In the fall of the 2010-2011 school year, Live Oak and Mann High Schools issued
color-coded ID cards to all students based on their performance on the prior year’s
CSTs. While administrators at the other Sudden Valley high schools were aware
of the program, they did not participate in it. Live Oak’s principal deemed the
program “an instant success” and both schools replicated the program in the 20112012 school year. Under the California Schools Accountability Act (1999) students
take CSTs each spring in math, English language arts (ELA), social studies, and
science through eleventh grade.4 Scores are then reported to students and schools
as a raw score and in a series of five performance bands: advanced, proficient,
basic, below basic, and far below basic. Aggregated student scores on these tests
are publicly reported and linked to a series of sanctions and incentives for schools
under California accountability policies and the federal No Child Left Behind Act
(2001).
The ID card program was designed to pass these incentives on to students. The
program issued platinum ID cards, as well as matching homework planners, to
students who scored “advanced” on each of the CSTs that they took. It issued gold
cards and planners to students who scored either “proficient” or “advanced” on
all of their CSTs. Other students received white cards and planners. The program
offered platinum and gold ID card holders free or discounted tickets to home
sporting events and school dances; coupons for local businesses; and entrance to
lotteries for school event tickets, class rings, and yearbooks. However, the program’s
most important incentives were social. Schools required students to display both
their ID cards and their planners at all times on campus, and they reinforced these
identities by creating an “express” line at the school cafeteria for gold and platinum
ID card holders. The online supplement provides more details about program
design and implementation.
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Data
Sudden Valley officials provided our research team access to student-level demographic, test score, and transcript data covering all students enrolled in each of the
district’s high schools between fall 2008 and spring 2012, a span that includes the
two years of program implementation as well as a pre-implementation year and a
transition year.

Setting
Live Oak and Mann are large, diverse high schools located in an inner-ring California suburb. Both schools are situated on sprawling campuses along busy commercial strips in middle class neighborhoods. When the ID card program was in place,
administrators adorned breezeways and other public spaces on both campuses with
banners and signs that borrowed phrases from credit card marketing campaigns
(e.g. “The Gold Card: Never leave home without it” and “The Platinum Card:
Membership has its privileges”).
Table 1 provides a demographic snapshot of Live Oak and Mann, as well as the
other high schools in their district and the state of California. Both Live Oak and
Mann enroll an ethnically diverse, predominately middle class student body. Asians
are the largest ethnic group at Live Oak and Mann, accounting for 37 percent of the
student body at both schools. While Mann enrolls a somewhat poorer and more
Hispanic student body than Live Oak, students at both schools are advantaged
compared to their peers at other high schools in the district. Supplementary analyses
suggest that Live Oak and Mann students were less likely to leave the district or
change high schools within the district than their peers in other Sudden Valley
schools, both before and after the ID program’s implementation. While white
card holders have slightly higher rates of school attrition than gold and platinum
card holders, there is no significant discontinuity in the likelihood of attrition or
changing schools across the ID assignment threshold.
In spite of their relatively high performance compared with other Sudden Valley
schools, principals at both schools felt a great deal of pressure to demonstrate
academic improvement. The Academic Performance Index scores reported in Table
1 are a composite of test scores prepared by the California Department of Education
for use in the state’s accountability policy. Administrators at Live Oak and Mann
speak frequently of their school’s API scores, comparing them to the scores of a
nearby charter school with selective admissions, as well as scores in a more affluent
nearby suburb.
Table 2 summarizes the rate of white, gold, and platinum card attainment for
students enrolled in Live Oak and Mann in the second program year. This table
shows that less than half of the student body in these schools received the desirable
gold or platinum cards: 59 percent of students received white ID cards, 29 percent
received gold ID cards, and 13 percent received platinum ID cards. Consistent with
the API data reported above, the proportion of Live Oak students who received
the platinum card is higher than the comparable proportion for Mann students
(16 percent vs. 10 percent), while Mann has a higher proportion of students who
received gold cards than Live Oak.
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Table 1: Comparison of student demographics in Live Oak and Mann High Schools with other Sudden Valley
Unified High Schools, spring 2012
Live Oak HS

Mann HS

Hispanic (%)
Asian (%)
White (%)
African-American/Other race (%)

22
37
36
5

33
37
24
6

75
13
9
3

50
12
28
10

Male (%)
Female (%)

52
48

49
50

51
49

51
49

Free/reduced price lunch (%)
Non-native English speaker (%)

29
37

39
41

78
75

47
40

Prior CST well below threshold
Prior CST near threshold
Prior CST well above threshold

31
24
45

37
25
38

63
19
18

Academic Progress Index (API)

906

860

741a

2, 604

2, 362

N

Other Sudden
Valley Unified HS

16, 492

California,
Grades 9–12

752
1, 979, 678

a

The API for the Other Sudden Valley Unified HS reports the weighted mean of Sudden Valley Unified’s 6
other regular high schools.
However, the most notable differences in card placement rates occur not between
the two schools, but within them. Across the two schools, Asians are nearly 5 times
more likely to receive platinum cards than their Hispanic classmates. Just 5 percent
of Hispanic students and 3 percent of African American students receive platinum
cards, while 24 percent of Asians receive platinum cards. White students are also
under-represented among platinum card holders in these schools, with 9 percent of
white students receiving platinum cards. Although less pronounced, racial gaps
also exist in gold card receipt. As a result, 75 percent of Hispanic students and 78
percent of black students have low-status white ID cards, compared to 41 percent of
Asian students. These large discrepancies in ID card receipt may reinforce academic
stereotypes and exacerbate stereotype threat and lift effects. It is also possible
that the ID card program may draw on existing racial hierarchies at Live Oak and
Mann to legitimate the status that the gold and platinum ID cards convey to their
recipients.
The remaining inequalities in ID card placement reported in Table 2 are relatively small. The proportion of students who receive platinum cards peaks at 19
percent in the tenth grade and declines to 9 percent by the twelfth grade. Males
are slightly more likely to receive platinum cards than females, and free/reduced
lunch recipients are less likely to receive platinum or gold cards than their relatively
affluent peers. Non-native English speakers – most of whom are Asian – are overrepresented among platinum and gold card holders. In an online supplement, we
report the results of a more detailed multivariate examination of these ID card in-
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Table 2: Card attainment rates by race, gender, free/reduced lunch, language status and grade, 2012
White
(below proficient)

Gold
(proficient on all)

Platinum
(advanced on all)

All students

59

29

13

Mann
Live Oak

60
58

31
26

10
16

Hispanic
Asian
White
African-American/Other race

75
41
62
78

20
36
29
19

5
24
9
3

9th grade
10th grade
11th grade
12th grade

66
51
57
60

22
30
32
31

12
19
11
9

Male
Female

57
60

27
28

14
12

Free/reduced price lunch
Non-native English speaker

66
49

25
32

9
19

2,910

1,414

642

N

equalities. While these analyses indicate that Asians and boys are over-represented
among high-status ID card holders even after controlling for their prior achievement, these gaps appear to be due to student achievement growth patterns, rather
than inconsistencies in ID card assignment.

Findings
Figure 1 provides a descriptive portrait of mean ELA CST score trends for tenth
grade students in Live Oak and Mann High Schools, as well as their peers in other
schools across the Sudden Valley district and the state of California between 2004-05
and 2011-12. Students at both Live Oak and Mann consistently outperformed their
peers elsewhere in Sudden Valley and in the State of California, both before and
after the introduction of the ID card program. While mean CST scores improved for
students statewide and throughout Sudden Valley during this time period, scores
for Live Oak and Mann students grew at a particularly rapid pace. Mean CST
scores for Live Oak and Mann students grew by approximately 3 percent annually
in the years prior to the ID program implementation; compared to less than 2
percent for students in other Sudden Valley high schools. As Figure 1 demonstrates,
however, the rate of mean test score growth for Live Oak and Mann students further
improved with the introduction of the ID card program in 2010-11 and 2011-12.
Mean test scores at Live Oak and Mann grew by nearly 7 percent annually during
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Figure 1: Mean ELA CST score trends for students at Live Oak and Mann (ID schools), other Sudden Valley
Unified High Schools (Control schools), and California. Source: California Department of Education

the years in which the ID program was in place – a rate of growth that is twice the
rate of pre-program growth in these schools and twice the rate of growth posted by
other Sudden Valley and California high schools during the same years. While this
evidence is by no means conclusive, it is consistent with the prediction that exposure
to the ID program corresponds with rapid improvements in student performance
on the CSTs upon which ID card assignment is based.
Table 3 provides a more thorough picture of student achievement in Live Oak,
Mann, and other Sudden Valley high schools in the pre- and post- ID program
periods using student-level data. Unfortunately, we only have student-level data
from the last four years of the time-series summarized in Figure 1 (2008-09 to 201112). However, since Figure 1 suggests that achievement trends were fairly consistent
prior to 2008-09, this shorter time-series likely provides an accurate view of ID
program implementation and its relation to student achievement.5 Consistent with
Figure 1, Table 3 indicates that mean achievement levels were higher at Live Oak
and Mann on each of the metrics for which we have data, including CST scores as
well as scores on California’s high school exit exam (CAHSEE) and teacher-assigned
grades. Further, Table 3 indicates that mean achievement levels on each of these
metrics with the exception of math CAHSEE scores improved substantially in Live
Oak and Mann during the years in which the ID program was implemented. While
other Sudden Valley high schools also posted gains on many of the measures of
student achievement, these gains tended to be relatively small.
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Table 3: Mean standardized achievement levels for students in Live Oak and Mann (ID schools) and other
Sudden Valley Unified high schools (Control schools), with standard deviations in parentheses
ID schools
Live Oak & Mann HS
Pre-ID period ID period

Control schools
Other SVUSD HS
Pre-ID period ID period

ELA CST

0.43
(0.85)

0.64
(0.93)

−0.23
(0.92)

−0.19
(0.90)

Math CST

0.26
(0.98)

0.74
(1.08)

−0.33
(0.82)

−0.16
(0.89)

ELA CAHSEE

0.40
(0.81)

0.57
(0.89)

−0.20
(0.90)

−0.13
(0.93)

Math CAHSEE

0.58
(0.86)

0.57
(0.97)

−0.19
(0.88)

−0.15
(0.92)

ELA Grades

0.31
(0.93)

0.38
(0.98)

0.01
(0.96)

−0.12
(0.98)

Math Grades

0.21
(0.90)

0.32
(0.95)

−0.15
(0.98)

−0.04
(0.99)

N

1,060

2,528

3,203

7,927

Note: The pre-ID period is the 2008-09 school year; the ID period is the 2010-11 and 2011-12 school years.
Although Live Oak and Mann did not implement the ID card program until the 2010-11 school year, ID
assignments in the first program year were based on spring 2010 CST scores. Therefore, we consider the
2009-10 school year a transitional period in the implementation process.

Prize systems and student achievement
In the analyses that follow, we build on the logic of Figure 1 and Table 3, using a
multivariate difference-in-difference approach to understand how student achievement changed when the ID card program was implemented. These analyses track
changes in educational outcomes for tenth grade students at Live Oak and Mann
before and after the implementation of the ID card program, and compare them to
changes in other Sudden Valley high schools over the same period. To conduct these
analyses, we pool data for all tenth grade students enrolled in any Sudden Valley
high school in the 2008-09, 2009-10, 2010-11, and 2011-12 school years. We focus
on tenth grade students because we have exit exam scores for these students in
addition to CST scores, allowing us to examine the extent to which program effects
transfer from the directly incentivized CSTs to the exit exam, which was already
high-stakes for students, and was not incentivized by the ID card program. By comparing cross-cohort changes for Live Oak and Mann students with the changes that
occurred in other Sudden Valley high schools during the same time period, we are
able to account for the confounding effects of time-invariant school characteristics
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and broad secular trends. These analyses take the general form:
Y = β 0 + β 1 ( LM) + Σβ 2−4 (cohort) + Σβ 5−7 ( LM ∗ cohort) + β k (controls) + e (1)
where Y is a measure of student achievement from the spring of the tenth grade
year, LM is an indicator variable for Live Oak and Mann tenth grade students, cohort
is a series of indicator variables comparing students who were tenth grade students
in each of the two ID card program years and the transition year with their peers in
the 2008-09 reference cohort,6 LM*cohort is a series of interaction terms comparing
the difference between cross-cohort changes in the ID card schools with cross-cohort
changes in the control schools, and controls include measures of student race, gender,
free/reduced lunch status (which is an imperfect proxy for poverty), and English
language proficiency status. β 1 therefore estimates the conditional difference in
test scores between the ID card schools and other schools in the baseline school
year. β2-4 measure cross-cohort changes in the control schools, net of demographic
controls. β5 measures the unique cross-cohort change that occurred at Live Oak
and Mann in the transition year before the ID card program was fully implemented.
β6-7 , the parameters of interest in these models, provide estimates of the unique
cross-cohort changes that occurred at Live Oak and Mann in the ID card program
years, net of district-wide changes and demographic shifts.
Table 4 summarizes the results of our difference-in-difference analysis of the ID
card program on ELA CST scores as well as several other academic outcomes (see
Table S3 in the online supplement for full model results). The analyses reported
in the first column of Table 4 indicate that prior to the introduction of the ID card
program, students at Live Oak and Mann outperformed their peers at other Sudden
Valley high schools on the ELA CST by 0.34 standard deviations. ELA CST scores in
control schools were 0.07 standard deviations higher in 2012 than in 2010. However,
Table 4 shows that scores improved particularly rapidly in Live Oak and Mann,
so that the introduction of the ID card program was associated with significant
positive changes in Live Oak and Mann student achievement on ELA CSTs, above
and beyond the contemporaneous changes in other Sudden Valley schools (0.18
SD in 2011 and 0.19 SD in 2012). Figure 2 provides a visual representation of these
results.
Table 4 further suggests that the ID card program’s introduction was associated
with even larger gains in mathematics CST scores (0.31 SD in 2011 and 0.33 SD in
2012).7 The remaining analyses summarized in Table 4 explore the extent to which
the ID card program influenced student performance on California’s High School
Exit Exam (CAHSEE) and grades. Both of these outcomes were incentivized in the
absence of the ID card prize, since students must pass the exit exam in order to
earn a diploma and classroom grades play an important role in college admissions.
Since the ID card program does not change these incentives, hypothesis 1 posits
that exposure to the ID card program will be associated with smaller gains on these
outcomes than on the CSTs. Consistent with this hypothesis, we find no evidence
of ID card program effects on mathematics exit exam scores or mathematics grades.
However, ELA grades are higher at Live Oak and Mann in both years the ID card
program was in place, as were ELA CAHSEE scores in the first year of the program.
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Table 4: Difference-in-difference estimates of the effects of ID card program implementation on CST scores,
CAHSEE scores, and grades (selected results)
ELA CST
(std)

Math CST
(std)

ELA exit
exam (std)

Math exit
exam (std)

ELA
grades
(std)

Math
grades
(std)

ID school

0.34†
(0.06)

0.27
(0.22)

0.25†
(0.03)

0.42†
(0.08)

0.01
(0.22)

0.08
(0.07)

2010

0.03
(0.02)

0.08∗
(0.02)

0.04∗
(0.01)

0.02
(0.04)

−0.20†
(0.06)

0.02
(0.04)

2011

0.01
(0.03)

0.17†
(0.04)

0.12†
(0.03)

0.02
(0.05)

−0.16∗
(0.07)

0.10
(0.09)

2012

0.07∗
(0.02)

0.21†
(0.02)

0.07†
(0.03)

0.10∗
(0.04)

−0.09
(0.07)

0.15∗
(0.07)

ID·2010

0.00
(0.02)

0.08
(0.07)

0.00
(0.04)

−0.16∗
(0.06)

0.11
(0.06)

(0.12)
−0.07

ID·2011

0.18†
(0.03)

0.31∗
(0.10)

0.14†
(0.03)

0.01
(0.05)

0.21†
(0.07)

0.01
(0.10)

ID·2012

0.19†
(0.03)

0.33†
(0.02)

0.06
(0.03)

−0.09
(0.04)

0.21†
(0.07)

−0.02
(0.11)

N

19,567

18,763

19,504

19,466

19,686

19,722

Note: See supplement Table S3 for full model results. ELA and Math grade analyses use tobit estimation to
correct for floor effects, and all models use school-clustered standard errors to account for school clustering.
∗ p < 0.05; † p < 0.01.
The analyses reported in Table 4 thus align with hypothesis 1, insofar as they
suggest that the ID card program’s status incentives boosted student performance
on the CSTs that the program aimed to reward. It is less clear whether the gains
associated with exposure to the ID program spilled over to other aspects of student
academic behavior. While there is evidence of comparable increases in ELA grades,
it is difficult to know how to interpret this, given that the teachers were encouraged
to consider CST scores as they calculated student grades.8 By contrast, our standardized estimates of ID card program effects on math CST scores are significantly
larger than our estimates of ID card program effects on CAHSEE scores (p<0.01)
and grades (p<0.001). On balance, we thus conclude that although the ID card
program’s effects may have transferred to non-incentivized outcomes, its effects
were largest and most consistent on the tests it directly incentivized.9
We further expect that students will calibrate their response to prize incentives
based on their perceived likelihood of winning. Hypothesis 2, therefore, holds that
the relationship between exposure to the ID card program and student outcomes
will vary by students’ prior CST achievement. According to this hypothesis, students who scored close to the threshold for a platinum or gold ID card in the year
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0.7

Standardized CST scores
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ID Y2

-0.1
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Figure 2: ELA CST score trends, Live Oak and Mann (ID schools) and other Sudden Valley Unified High
Schools (Control schools), controlling for race, gender, special education status, and English-language learner
status. Note: Confidence intervals represent standard errors from models in supplement Table S3.

before will experience larger achievement gains under the program than students
whose prior CST achievement was far below the threshold for a gold ID card and
who are thus likely to doubt their chances of earning a gold ID card. To test this
hypothesis, we add to equation 1 a series of three-way interaction effects allowing
the relationship between ID card exposure and student outcomes to vary based
on whether students had previously scored well below the gold card threshold,
close to the gold card threshold, or well above the gold card threshold (in which
case students may have been motivated by the prospect of earning a platinum
card). In these analyses, the well-below threshold group includes any student who
scored 25 points (approximately 0.4 standard deviations) or more below the gold
card threshold on their lowest prior-year CST, the near-threshold group includes
students whose lowest CST score was between 25 points below the gold card placement threshold and 25 points above the gold card threshold, and the well-above
threshold group includes any student whose lowest score was at least 25 points
above the gold card placement threshold on all CSTs.
The analyses reported in the first two columns of Table 5 test hypothesis 2.
The ID*2011 and ID*2012 coefficients in model 1 show that exposure to the ID
card program was not associated with statistically significant changes in ELA CST
scores for students who had previously scored at least 25 points above the gold
card threshold on both CSTs. Model 2 reports similar findings for mathematics
CST scores. However, the three-way interactions in these models suggest that
the ID card program was associated with significantly larger gains in both ELA
and mathematics for students who had previously scored close to the gold card
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Table 5: Difference-in-difference estimates of ID card program implementation on CST scores, by students’
prior achievement and race (selected results)
Model 1
ELA CST
(std)

Model 2
Math CST
(std)

Model 3
ELA CST
(std)

Model 4
Math CST
(std)

Model 5
ELA CST
(std)

Model 6
Math CST
(std)

ID school

0.71†
(0.07)

0.76†
(0.18)

0.41†
(0.06)

0.41
(0.20)

0.70†
(0.06)

0.74†
(0.17)

2011

0.34†
(0.06)

0.59†
(0.03)

0.09†
(0.02)

0.24†
(0.04)

0.33†
(0.08)

0.58†
(0.04)

2012

0.50†
(0.07)

0.60†
(0.04)

0.17†
(0.03)

0.31†
(0.02)

0.48†
(0.07)

0.64†
(0.06)

ID∗2011

−0.02
(0.07)

0.02
(0.14)

0.13†
(0.03)

0.26∗
(0.13)

0.09
(0.07)

0.03
(0.13)

ID∗2012

−0.09
(0.10)

0.00
(0.11)

0.14†
(0.04)

0.27†
(0.04)

−0.06
(0.12)

−0.02
(0.10)

Under∗ID∗2011

0.09
(0.11)

0.21∗
(0.08)

0.09
(0.07)

0.25∗
(0.13)

Under∗ID∗2012

0.17
(0.14)

0.25∗
(0.10)

0.18
(0.16)

0.26∗
(0.09)

Close∗ID∗2011

0.27∗
(0.08)

0.26∗
(0.09)

0.26∗
(0.08)

0.27∗
(0.08)

Close∗ID∗2012

0.34∗
(0.05)

0.36†
(0.10)

0.34†
(0.06)

0.36†
(0.09)

Hispanic∗ID∗2011

−0.20
(0.10)

0.02
(0.04)

−0.16∗
(0.05)

−0.08
(0.04)

Hispanic∗ID∗2012

−0.21
(0.11)

0.02
(0.05)

−0.08
(0.05)

0.02
(0.05)

Asian∗ID∗2011

0.10
(0.10)

0.23
(0.20)

−0.04
(0.07)

0.19
(0.10)

Asian∗ID∗2012

0.07
(0.07)

0.08
(0.12)

−0.04
(0.04)

0.09
(0.09)

19,567

19,283

19,567

19,283

N

19,567

19,283

Note: See supplement Table S4 for full model results and supplement Table S5 for supplemental subgroup
significance tests. All models use school-clustered standard errors to account for school clustering. Although
Live Oak and Mann did not implement the ID card program until the 2010-11 school year, ID assignments in
the first program year were based on spring 2010 CST scores. Therefore, we consider the 2009-10 school year
a transitional period in the implementation process.
∗ p < 0.05; † p < 0.01.
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threshold. We see a similar pattern for students who scored well below the threshold,
though in this case only the interactions for math are statistically significant. These
results confirm that there is variation in the test score gains associated with the ID
card program, and suggest that the ID card program is associated with the largest
gains for students who scored near the threshold.10 Supplemental analyses confirm
that students scoring near the threshold experienced a test score increase in the
years that the ID card program was in place (see Table S5 in the online supplement
for details).

Stereotype threat and stereotype lift
Our third hypothesis suggests that the relationship between exposure to the ID card
program’s incentives and achievement may also vary by student race. If the prize
program activates stereotyped social identities, we hypothesize that exposure to
the program will have significantly larger achievement gains for Asian students
(who benefit from positive academic stereotypes) than white students, and smaller
achievement gains for Hispanic students (who are subject to negative academic
stereotypes). To test this hypothesis, we estimate three-way interaction effects
allowing the association between ID card exposure and student outcomes to vary
by student race.11
Models 3 and 4 in Table 5 report the results of these analyses. Consistent
with hypothesis 3, these models suggest that the relationships between program
exposure and CST scores are somewhat smaller for Hispanic students than for
white students, and the program is associated with slightly larger gains for Asian
students than white students. The race-specific increases associated with exposure
to the ID card program are uneven across subject domains. In math we find that
students from all racial backgrounds benefit from exposure to the ID card program
(see Table S5 for details). Further, there are no statistically significant differences
in the degree to which different groups benefit. By contrast, we find that only the
ELA scores of Asian and white students increase under the ID card program, and
that Hispanic students exposed to the ID card program do not experience the same
ELA score increases as their Asian and white counterparts (though in many cases
these race differences are only marginally significant). In sum, the pattern of ELA
results in Table 5 (but not the pattern of math results) is broadly in keeping with
predictions from the stereotype threat literature. It is important to note, however,
that we find no evidence to suggest that Hispanic students do worse under the
ID card program than in its absence. That is, while Hispanic students may not
experience the gains experienced by white and Asian students in ELA, they do not
appear to score significantly worse than Hispanic students in non-ID card program
schools and years.12
While conceptually distinct, hypotheses 2 and 3 might overlap empirically
because student achievement is associated with race. Models 5 and 6 in Table 5
report the results of models that include all interaction terms to test the extent to
which the heterogeneous effects consistent with hypothesis 2 are independent of
the heterogeneous effects consistent with hypothesis 3. The relevant interaction
effect coefficients are largely similar in direction and magnitude to the coefficients
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in the earlier models in Table 5, suggesting that heterogeneous effects by prior
achievement and by race are largely independent.

The construction of categorical inequality
In the process of incentivizing academic achievement, the prize program also creates
social categories based on student test scores. Building on theories of categorical
inequality (cf. Tilly 1998), our fourth hypothesis suggests that this program may
influence students’ academic outcomes by creating new institutionally sanctioned,
status-laden identity categories for students. If, for example, ID card assignment
influences students’ identities or teachers’ views of students, we might expect
new discontinuities in student academic achievement to emerge at the ID card
assignment thresholds. In particular, we hypothesize that receiving a low-status
white ID card has a negative effect on students’ subsequent academic achievement.
We test this hypothesis using a series of binding score regression discontinuity
analyses. Under the ID card program assignment system utilized by both Live Oak
and Mann, any student who scores below the proficiency threshold on any CST
is likely to earn a white ID card, while students who score above the proficiency
threshold on all CSTs earn gold or platinum ID cards. Figure 3 demonstrates that
this assignment procedure creates a pronounced discontinuity in student ID card
assignment at the proficiency threshold. Using data from all 2012 Live Oak and
Mann students, Figure 3 graphs student ID card assignment rates against an index
defined as the lowest of students’ CST scores (after recentering scores around the
proficiency threshold).13 It indicates that this index closely tracks card assignment.
A small number of students below the threshold earn gold cards (presumably via
a growth clause in the gold card assignment system – see the online supplement
for more details). However this rate jumps up at the placement threshold from
less than 0.05 to 0.60.14 This figure thus suggests that approximately 40 percent
of students whose math and ELA scores placed them just above the gold card
threshold failed to receive a gold card, presumably because they scored below the
threshold on science or social studies CSTs, for which we have limited data (see
the online supplement for additional discussion). Nonetheless, Figure 3 clearly
demonstrates that a pronounced discontinuity exists in student ID card assignment
at the proficiency threshold. Consistent with the assumption that students’ locations
just above and below the proficiency threshold are random, supplementary analyses
indicate that there are no threats to validity due to discontinuities in other student
characteristics such as race, prior grades, or school attrition.15
Our analyses exploit this discontinuity in the ID card assignment process to
estimate the effect of receiving a low-status white ID card on student achievement. Intuitively, our analysis assumes that in the absence of the ID card program,
there would be a continuous (if not necessarily linear) relationship between prior
CST scores and later achievement for students across the prior-CST distribution.
Discontinuities in that relationship at the assignment threshold indicate that ID
card placement has an effect on student achievement (Imbens and Lemieux 2008;
Reardon and Robinson 2012). In settings like this, an RD design can provide
causal inferences that are “as good as random assignment” (Lee and Lemieux 2010)
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Figure 3: Discontinuity in ID card placement, 2011-12 Live Oak and Mann High School students. Note:
Proportion of students with high status (gold or platinum) cards, by students’ lowest prior-year CST
(recentered around the proficiency threshold).

regarding the effects of being on either side of an arbitrary test score threshold
that sorts students into categories imbued with social meaning. The RD design is
implemented by estimating equations of the following general form:
Yist = α + βI (CSTist−1 < 0) + f (CSTist−1 ) + ε ist

(2)

where Yist is a student outcome (e.g., 2012 CST) for student i in school s in year t. The
variable CSTist−1 is the “assignment variable” in this RD design: the lowest 2011
CST centered on the proficiency threshold. The parameter of interest, β, identifies
the jump in outcomes when 2011 CST is below the proficiency threshold, conditional
on f (CSTist−1 ), a function of the assignment variable (which we estimate using
local linear regressions). We use a binding-score regression discontinuity (Reardon
and Robinson 2012) because the 2011 CST subject in which students receive their
lowest score determines their eligibility for a white versus gold card.
Given that an RD design leverages comparisons between students who are
relatively near to the assignment cutoff, we exclude from these analyses students
whose lowest score is greater than 50 points (approximately 0.8 standard deviations)
above or below the white ID card assignment threshold.
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Figure 4: Regression discontinuity analysis of the effect of white card placement on 2012 ELA CST scores,
2011-12 Live Oak and Mann students. Note: 2012 ELA CST scores, by students’ lowest prior-year CST
(recentered around the proficiency threshold).

In addition, these analyses exclude approximately 100 students who fell under
a little-used growth clause in the program, which allowed students to earn a gold
card by improving their performance by at least one band on two or more CSTs,
without declining on any CSTs (see online supplement for details). These students
are excluded from the analyses since they were not receiving ID cards based on
whether their lowest CST score was above or below the proficiency threshold.
Within these constraints, these analyses include all Live Oak and Mann students
who have data on the relevant outcomes. As a result, CST analyses include ninth
through eleventh grade students; exit exam analyses include tenth grade students
only; and course grade and suspension analyses include students from grades
9-12. The online supplement provides additional details regarding our regression
discontinuity analyses.
Figure 4 provides a visual representation of the regression discontinuity analyses
that we use to estimate the effects of receiving a low-status white ID card (rather than
a higher-status gold ID card) for students’ spring 2012 ELA CST scores. The solid
line in this figure represents the local linear regression estimate of the relationship
between students’ lowest 2011 CST score and their 2012 ELA CST score, for students
whose lowest 2011 score is below the threshold for a gold ID card. The dashed line
represents the local linear regression estimate of the relationship between students’
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lowest 2011 CST score and their 2012 ELA CST score for students whose lowest
2011 score is above the gold ID card threshold. The gap between these two lines
represents the effect of receiving a white ID card on students’ 2012 ELA scores. This
gap, which is equal to approximately 20 CST points (0.35 standard deviations) is
statistically significant, indicating that receiving a white ID card has a substantial
negative effect on student achievement for students just below the cutoff.
Table 6 summarizes the results of our regression discontinuity analyses of the
effects of receiving a white ID card on Live Oak and Mann students’ CST scores,
exit exam scores, course grades, and suspensions. Like the estimate of the white ID
card effects on ELA CST, our estimate of the effect on ELA CAHSEE scores are also
negative and statistically significant, with a standardized effect of -0.67. We also find
evidence suggesting that the white ID card had large negative effects on Live Oak
and Mann students’ grades. The difference in ELA grades between students who
received a white ID card and students who received a gold ID card is statistically
significant and equivalent to the difference between a C+ average and a D average.
The findings on math grades are somewhat smaller, but still statistically significant
and large, representing roughly the difference between a C- and a D. Supplemental
analyses using alternative bandwidths and estimation strategies reported in the
online supplement suggest that the estimates of the effects of ID card assignment on
student grades are sensitive to model specification, and that the effects for ELA and
math grades are perhaps closer to 0.8 and 0.6, respectively. We suspect that white ID
card receipt might exert a larger negative effect on grades than test scores because it
alters both students’ behavior and potentially changes the way teachers view and
thus grade students. However, the fact that the negative effects of white ID cards
occur on ELA CST and CAHSEE scores as well as grades suggests that receiving a
white ID card discourages students and changes their learning behaviors, and that
the grade effects are not occurring because of teacher bias alone.
While not statistically significant, we also see a small change in student suspension rates at the ID card assignment threshold. Students whose scores are just short
of a higher-status gold ID card spend approximately 3 more course periods per year
in suspension than students whose scores are just over that threshold. This coefficient is very imprecisely estimated, in part because the distribution of suspensions
is highly non-normal. More than half of Live Oak and Mann students receive no
suspensions in a given year, while nearly 10 percent spend multiple school days in
suspension.16 Nonetheless, this analysis provides suggestive evidence regarding
the effects of a low-status white ID card in non-academic realms.
One possible confounding explanation for these findings is that they reflect the
effects of receiving a performance band identification of basic (which results in a
white card) rather than receiving a white ID card to publicly mark this score. To
examine this concern, we estimated the same RD specifications in Sudden Valley
schools that did not participate in the ID card program. Importantly, we see no
effects of being above and below this cutoff in schools that do not assign colorcoded ID cards based on this threshold. While all students in California receive
information about their scores, as well as their score category (i.e. “basic” vs.
“proficient”), simply knowing their score and proficiency band is not sufficient to
create the effects that we find in Table 6. Rather, these results are consistent with
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Table 6: Regression discontinuity estimates of the effects of white vs. gold ID card eligibility on student
achievement and behavior, 2011-12 Live Oak and Mann students
Reduced form
point estimate
ELA CST
(Bandwidth=13.3)
Math CST
(Bandwidth=12.3)
ELA exit exam
(Bandwidth=9.3)
Math exit exam
(Bandwidth=10.0)
ELA grades
(Bandwidth=2.4)
Math grades
(Bandwidth=3.5)
Suspensions
(Bandwidth=5.9)

Standardized
effect

First
Stage

N

−20.42†
(−2.67)
−7.57
(−0.58)
−22.17∗

−0.35

0.60†

1,328

−0.10

0.61†

1,321

−0.67

0.68†

395

5.20
(0.53)
−1.56†
(−2.82)
−0.84∗
(−2.09)
2.96
(1.43)

0.14

0.70†

398

−1.46

0.55∗

1,803

−0.80

0.52†

1,654

0.26

0.58†

1,805

Note: Regression discontinuity models estimated via local linear regression using a triangular kernel and
optimal bandwidths (Imbens and Kalyanaraman, 2012). Standardized effects report the reduced form point
estimate in terms of the 2012 Sudden Valley Unified standard deviation for the outcome. CST data are
available for students in grades 9-11; exit exam data are available only for tenth grade students; grades and
suspensions are available for all ninth through twelfth grade students. Z-statistics from standard errors
clustered at the school-level are reported in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.05; † p < 0.01.
the hypothesis that these categories need to be infused with social status and made
public to have the impact that we observe.17

Discussion
Prize systems are an increasingly important organizing force in many social realms,
including contemporary American schools. As students progress through elementary and high school, they compete in a wide range of competitions ranging from
the relatively trivial (spelling bees, athletic field days, homecoming court elections)
to the highly consequential (academic course placements). At the peak of this interlocking system of competitions sits college admissions, a system in which panels
of judges confer extremely desirable and highly stratified status rewards upon
select students (Stevens 2009; Weis, Cipollone, and Jenkins 2014). Contemporary
educational accountability policies construct similar prizes for schools and teachers,
conferring honor and shame on educators based on their students’ performance.
These status incentives are powerful. One principal describes the humiliation associated with leading a “failing” school to “having leprosy in the Bible” (Aviv 2014: 6);
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in another highly publicized case, a teacher committed suicide after being identified
as a “least effective teacher” (Felch, Song, and Smith 2010; Lovett 2010).
The Live Oak and Mann color-coded ID card program’s attempt to better align
student incentives with the accountability pressure facing educators provides a
powerful case study for understanding how prize systems influence behavior
and create inequality. We argue that prize systems like the Live Oak and Mann
High School color-coded ID card program operate through two mechanisms. First,
prizes act as incentives. By articulating criteria and allocating rewards accordingly,
prizes attempt to define excellence in their field and encourage actors to pursue it.
Second, prizes convey distinction upon winners. In doing so, they create new social
categories and opportunities for the construction of categorical inequalities.
Our analyses indicate that both mechanisms are important to understanding the
color-coded ID card program and its consequences. Exposure to the Live Oak and
Mann color-coded ID card program’s incentives corresponded with modest, concentrated improvements in student achievement. Specifically, our results suggest
that the ID card program boosted average student performance on end-of-course
CSTs by attaching incentives to this achievement measure. These gains represent a
success for the creators of the ID card policy, whose primary interest was increasing
average student achievement on the CST. However, we find less evidence to suggest
that these gains spilled over to other measures of student achievement. Furthermore, although we do not find consistent statistically significant differences in the
effects of ID program exposure based on students’ prior test scores, the pattern of
results in these analyses suggests that the policy’s impact may have been driven by
students who judged themselves most likely to gain from the prize system.
In sum, these findings are broadly consistent with prior research in the rational
choice tradition that documents the ways in which students’ educational behaviors
respond to incentives. While several prior studies have examined student reactions
to pecuniary and other tangible incentives, ours is among the first to document
the powerful effects that status-based incentives have on student behavior. Our
findings indicate that students respond to status incentives in much the same way
as other incentives as they develop their educational aspirations and allocate time
and energy. As in other incentive structures, students who were most likely to reap
rewards from the ID card prize system seemed to respond most strongly (Bénabou
and Tirole 2003).
However, our analyses also reveal that the program exacerbated inequality.
While we find no evidence to suggest that the program depresses Hispanic student
achievement, we do find evidence suggesting that some differences between ethnic
groups widened. To the degree that Hispanic students benefited less than Asian
students, the ID card program may have exacerbated existing inequalities between
racial groups at Live Oak and Mann.
But most strikingly, we find that the ID card program created powerful new
categorical inequalities among students at Live Oak and Mann. Our regression
discontinuity analyses provide strong evidence that receiving a low-status white
ID card has detrimental effects on a wide range of student outcomes, including
student scores on the tests that are central to the ID card assignment process as well
as student’s course grades. Further, we find some evidence suggesting that white
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card assignment might increase disciplinary suspensions, although this estimate is
imprecise and not statistically significant.
Bourdieu’s notion of a “rite of institution” helps to explain why this prize
structure might create new inequalities. Much like a dubbing ceremony for the
initiation of a knight, the color-coded ID card program is “an act of communication,
but of a particular kind: it signifies to someone what his identity is, but in a way
that both expresses it to him and imposes it on him by expressing it in front of
everyone” (Bourdieu 1991: 121). Consistent with Bourdieu’s description of a rite
of institution, we find that the color-coded ID cards communicated identities both
to ID recipients themselves and to the broader school communities. Receiving a
low-status ID card negatively influences students’ achievement (as is apparent in
the negative effects of white card receipt on standardized test scores) as well as their
teachers’ assessments (as is apparent in the negative effects of white card receipt on
grades.)
It is tempting to describe the categorical inequalities that the ID card program
created as unfortunate unintended consequences. Indeed, administrators at Live
Oak and Mann utilize the language of incentives exclusively. It certainly was not
their intent to activate existing social categories or create new ones. But we argue
that it is impossible to separate the program’s incentive effects from its categorical inequality effects. Prizes like the ID card program work to motivate students
only to the extent to which they manage to create privileged social categories. Put
differently, if students ignored the distinctions between white, gold, and platinum
ID cards – or if they prefer low-status white ID cards over higher status gold and
platinum ID cards – the program would not have its intended effects on student behavior. The ID card program attempted to establish a new, purely meritocratic status
hierarchy in these schools. However, given ethnic and socio-economic inequalities
in gold and platinum ID card receipt, it seems likely that the program was both
legitimated by and served to further legitimate existing educational inequalities.
Although the ID card program is distinctive in many ways, we suspect that
similar links between incentives and categorical inequality hold in a wide array of
social settings. Like the ID card program, all prize structures operate by naming
winners and conferring status advantages upon them. Since these status advantages
are positional – prize winners gain status at the cost of losers – mutual dependence
between incentives and categorical inequality seems inherent. The link between status rewards and inequality production is particularly clear in educational settings,
where formal status-based competition – for high-status track placements, selective university admissions, and competitive scholarships – is a central organizing
principle. But this link likely holds in any setting in which there are status-related
competitions, including labor markets, honorary societies, and neighborhoods.

Notes
1 Interestingly, some research indicates that incentives that reward academically desirable
behaviors (such as reading books and attending school) are more effective than are
awards that are tied directly to test scores (Fryer 2011), a finding that is congruent with
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the notion that students may not fully understand the link between effort and academic
achievement (cf. Rosenbaum 2001).
2 In agreeing to provide student records for an evaluation of this program, “Sudden Valley
Unified” district officials requested that we withhold any information that would make it
possible to identify the district or its schools, and that we not contact Sudden Valley High
School students or employees about the program. We thus draw extensively on several
published sources, including local and student newspapers and school administrator
memoirs to provide important background information regarding the ID card program
and its operation. This quotation and others from Sudden Valley educators, students,
and parents are paraphrased from them. Since references to these public sources would
compromise our agreement with the district, we do not cite them.
3 A parallel literature suggests that women may also encounter stereotype threat, particularly in mathematics. We find no evidence of gender differences in the increases
associated with exposure to the ID card program in our analyses. This is perhaps not
surprising as there are no clear gender achievement gaps at Live Oak and Mann.
4 Students typically take math and ELA tests in each of these years and take social studies
and sciences tests in some, but not necessarily all of these years depending on their
course sequence (California Department of Education, 2014).
5 We would be particularly concerned, for example, if we saw that Live Oak and Mann
scored anomalously low in the 2008-2009 school year (or if the control schools scored
anomalously high in that year).
6 We consider the 2009-2010 year as a transitional year and the 2010-2011 and 2011-2012
school years as the years in which the program was fully implemented. Student end-ofcourse test scores in the 2009-2010 year determined student ID cards in the following
year, even though the ID card program was not yet in existence when students took
that test. We do not know the extent to which students knew about or understood the
program at the time of testing.
7 To interpret β6 and β7 as unbiased causal estimates of the ID card program’s effect
on educational outcomes, one must assume that the implementation of the ID card
program is the only important change that occurred uniquely in Live Oak and Mann
during the treatment years, conditional on controls. This assumption is restrictive. While
we are able to control for some major demographic changes, we have limited data on
students’ socio-economic backgrounds and school leadership and policy. We know that
Live Oak and Mann had no administrative turnover during the period under study.
Supplemental analyses further indicate that teacher turnover rates varied little across
Sudden Valley schools and over time. Furthermore, most decisions regarding textbooks,
teacher training, and course placement practices were made at the district level and
we are thus confident that all Sudden Valley schools followed very similar curricular
policy trajectories during the study period. However, we lack comprehensive data on
administrator turnover or teacher assignments at control schools. Given these threats to
validity, we avoid strong causal language in discussing the findings of these differencein-difference analyses. However, we note that any potentially confounding factor must
(a) co-occur with program implementation, (b) occur uniquely in the program schools,
and (c) be imperfectly correlated with shifts on the measured control variables.
8 Supplementary analyses indicate that ELA CST scores correlate with course grades
in the 0.5 to 0.6 range. However, we find no evidence to suggest that this correlation
changed over time, either in the schools that implemented the ID card program or in
other Sudden Valley Unified high schools. Thus, we do not think that the differences
observed in grades are driven solely by teachers using CST scores to determine grades.
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9 While all tenth grade students take the same ELA and math CAHSEE tests, their CSTs
and grades are specific to the courses that they are taking. This is particularly important
in math, where students are exposed to a strongly tracked sequence of courses. It is thus
noteworthy that we see large differences in math CST scores, but not CAHSEE scores, as
we might expect the CST scores to be somewhat noisier than the CAHSEE scores.
10 The interaction effects reported in Table 5 show that students near the threshold experienced larger test score increases than students well above the threshold. However,
when we compare students near the threshold to those well below the threshold, we find
statistically significant differences only for the 2011 ELA CST scores; in other cases the
differences between the interaction effects are smaller and not statistically significant.
See additional analyses reported in the supplement Table S5.
11 The logic of hypothesis 3 also suggests that the effects of the ID card program may vary
with student class. However, we lack a reliable indicator of family class or socio-economic
status.
12 As noted in Table S5, the sum of the ID*program year and the ID*Hispanic*program year
coefficients is not significantly different from zero for ELA.
13 We computed this index variable in two steps: (1) We recentered students’ 2011 math and
ELA test scores around their relevant proficiency threshold. (For example, we subtracted
350 from the ELA scale scores for students who took the ninth grade ELA CST to create
this recentered ELA CST score variable.) (2) We then computed the index variable as the
lower of students’ recentered 2011 ELA and mathematics scores.
14 The size of the first-stage discontinuities in card assignment probabilities varies across
the analyses presented in Table 6 because the sample of students contributing data on
each of the outcomes varies. This is primarily a function of students taking a different
number of CSTs (of varying difficulties) in different grades (see the online supplement
for additional discussion).
15 The sole exception is gender. However, as noted in the supplement, additional analyses
find that our results are robust to the inclusion of gender as a control variable, and we
find no evidence that the effects of receiving a white card vary by gender.
16 Suspensions are measured as the sum of in-school and out-of-school suspensions students receive in a school year. Results from models using an inverse hyperbolic sine
transformation to account for this distribution yield similar results.
17 Further robustness checks reveal that there are no regression discontinuity effects at other
theoretically inconsequential thresholds (e.g. 10 points above or below the proficiency
threshold). While we do find some evidence of similar treatment effects at the platinum
ID card threshold, these effects are imprecisely estimated due to the relatively small
number of students at risk of receiving this ID card.
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